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Painted Collage Landscape 
This art activity is inspired by landscape paintings in the Blanden’s Permanent Collection.


What is a collage? 
Collage is an artistic composition made of various materials glued or assembled on a surface to create a new 
whole. 


What is landscape painting? 
Landscape painting is the depiction of natural scenery in art. Landscape paintings may capture mountains, valleys, 
bodies of water, fields, forests, and coasts and may or may not include man-made structures as well as people. 
Although paintings from the earliest ancient and Classical periods included natural scenic elements, landscape as 
an independent genre did not emerge in the Western tradition until the Renaissance in the 16th century. In the 
Eastern tradition, the genre can be traced back to 4th-century-CE China.

	 - Excerpt by Naomi Blumberg in “Landscape painting,” https://
www.britannica.com/art/landscape-painting


The term "landscape" actually derives from the Dutch word landschap, 
which originally meant "region, tract of land" but acquired the artistic 
connotation, "a picture depicting scenery on land" in the early 1500s 
(American Heritage Dictionary, 2000). The development of the term in the 
Netherlands at this time was logical because the Netherlands was one of 
the first places that landscape had become a popular subject for 
painting. At this time, the rising Protestant middle class sought secular 
art for their homes, creating the need for new subjects to meet their 
tastes; landscapes helped fill this need.

	 - Excerpt by The J. Paul Getty Museum: Brief History of the 
Landscape Genre, https://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/
classroom_resources/curricula/landscapes/background1.html

Share your creativity with us by tagging 
@BlandenArtMuseum on Facebook!
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Painted Collage Landscape: Instructions 
Step 1: A detailed video tutorial is available at www.blanden.org/online-educational-
resources


Step 2: Gather materials: Two (2) sheets of canvas paper, One (1) sheet of 8.5”x11” or 
9”x12” paper (preferably cardstock), scissors, ruler, tape, glue or glue gun, paint 
palette, paintbrushes, water jar, acrylic paint, paper towel, 11”x14” frame with mat cut 
to 8”x10” 


Step 3: Get inspired! Below are two images of works in the Blanden’s Permanent 
Collection. Start to think about what your composition (the placement or arrangement 
of the visual elements) will look like. Plan ahead or cut up pieces randomly to collage 
together. 


Here are four examples of planned ahead compositions:
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Step 4: Paint one of the canvas sheets for the sky, and the other for the ground. Think 
about incorporating hints of colors you wouldn’t normally think of right away such as 
oranges, purples, pinks, or reds. Let each canvas sheet dry completely.


Step 5: Cut up each canvas sheet. Use your planned composition as a reference or cut 
them randomly. 


Step 6: Measure and draw a 8”x10” rectangular box on the sheet of paper, or print the 
one provided on the last page of this activity. This box will provide you an area to work 
within to collage the pieces of cut up canvas.


Step 7: Start by first collaging the background.




Step 8: Proceed by collaging the middle ground and then foreground. You may end up 
with extra scraps, and that is ok. 


Step 9: Glue the pieces down with Elmer’s glue or a glue gun once you are happy with 
your composition.


Step 10: You are now ready to frame your masterpiece! Place a piece of tape on the 
back of the two top corners. The tape will allow you to place the mat over the work, 
and see that it is placed where you intended. Once you have the mat lined over the 
work where it should go push down where the tape would be so it sticks to the mat. 
Flip the work over, and put tape only along the top of the work securing it to the mat. 
This allows the work to “float” behind the mat, and prevents it from warping or rippling. 


Step 11: Secure the matted work inside the frame. Be proud of your work, and hang it 
where you can admire it. Tada! Great job!




